
Only

The Only comes with 3 crescents. The crescents
have marks scribed onto them in 2 places. One set
runs along the outer edge of the crescent designating
position of the angle. The other markings are located
at the end of the crescents and designate degree of
the ledge. They are numbered with a series of dots,
i.e. The zero degree crescents will have no dot on it,
the 5 degree will have 5 dots on it, etc. The higher
the number, the slower the degree.

Loosen the cap screw located just above the word
only one full turn. Using a small hex key (supplied)
insert the key in the small hole gently pull the crescent
out for slower speed or pushing it into the body of
the release for faster. Keep note of the position of the
scribe marks for position of setting. (Note* We
recommend  pushing the crescent out past the point
of desired setting, then using the hinge of the release
to push the crescent back in for best results.) Re-
tighten the screw and pull test on a loop of release
rope or a bow simulator to check speed before
drawing. Caution: If the crescent is adjusted to fast it
may fire upon drawing the bow, possibly causing
damage or injury. We recommend testing on a bow
simulator before drawing a bow with the Only after
adjustment.

General Directions for Use:

To change speed by angle.

For more information, contact Carter Enterprises technical support at 1-208-624-3467.
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Crescents To Change crescents.

Loosen the Cap screw just above the word Only

several turns. Push the crescent into the body of the

release. The opposite end will expose itself and allow
you to remove the crescent. Insert the desired
crescent into the slot and adjust for necessary travel.

Carter Enterprises recommends wrapping your
thumb completely around the thumb rest, thus
insuring the release is at the proper angle when
drawing back. Note: if the release is not at the
proper angle when drawing back, there is a chance
the release will fire prematurely and may cause
damage.
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